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MEET THE CREATOR OF
THIS GUIDE

BRITTANY
BROWNE
Women's Personal Growth Enthusiast

I AM SO GLAD
YOU ARE READING THIS!
I started my pageant journey as a married woman in 2019 after my friend won
Mrs. Georgia America. She invited me to consider competing the following
year. At first, I dismissed the invitation, but as I prayed and thought about it
more intentionally, I realized that I needed to do this. I felt that there was all
this untapped potential still inside me: you know, the kind of potential that we
speak about when we talk about college-aged adults. Well, we adult married
and unmarried women still have a TON of that, too, and pageants are an
amazing way to bring that forward! This guide was written by me as an act of
love for you so that you can use it as a stepping stone toward becoming the
best version of yourself and winning your pageant system's crown!
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ABOUT THE GUIDE

THIS GUIDE IS FOR
YOU IF:
You Have Big Dreams
or you want to dream big again and have felt stagnant.
Competing in Mrs. Pageants is like making a spark that
starts a big fire. They are a gold mine for personal
development that only makes those big dreams closer to
reality.

You Want to See Other Women Grow
or you want to learn how to be happy for other women in
their successes. As the saying goes, a rising tide lifts all
boats. If we can learn how to have a constant attitude that
promotes and celebrates others rather than jealousy and
comparison, the entire community benefits.

You Love Your Community
and are willing to put in the time and energy to engage
with the community as a titleholder and represent your
community with the best version of you.
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M O D U L E

01
FIRST THINGS FIRST:
WHY PAGEANTS?
IN THIS SECTION YOU WILL:
Explore your current understanding of pageants
Discover what a pageant actually is and where they came from
Listen to contestants' perspectives on how they were empowered by pageants
Think through your current readiness to compete in a pageant
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FIRST THINGS FIRST: WHY PAGEANTS?

PAGEANT STEREOTYPES
There are so many perceptions of what pageants are like, so let's start off
our work by exploring our own pre-conceived notions of what it means to
be a pageant contestant. Before we can move forward, we have to be
honest about our current beliefs, and as we learn more, we can adjust as
needed.

What are your initial impressions of pageants in this
moment?
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FIRST THINGS FIRST: WHY PAGEANTS?

What does being beautiful mean to you? Is it primarily
physical attributes? Or does inner beauty count more?

What do you think it means to be a titleholder? How does it
impact the winner's life? Do you believe they are any
better than another woman?
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FIRST THINGS FIRST: WHY PAGEANTS?

What are your top 3 reasons for wanting to compete in a
pageant?

Do you consider yourself beautiful? Why or why not?

What do you think it means to be a titleholder?
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BEING IN A PAGEANT
IS NOT JUST ABOUT
BEAUTY. IT'S ABOUT
SERVICE TO THE
COMMUNITY AND
BEING A ROLE MODEL
AND MAKING A
DIFFERENCE.
-Chantel Giamonco

Pageants benefit your
community through:
1. Volunteerism
2. Business Engagement &
Development
3. Skillset Development
4. Patriotism
5. Tourism

Pageants benefit the
contestant:
1. Socially
2. Personally
3. Professionally
4. Financially
5. Health & Wellness

FIRST THINGS FIRST: WHY PAGEANTS?

Watch or listen to the videos below. There is space on the following
page for you to take notes about anything that stands out to you.

Video: What is a
pageant? definition
& history

Video: How
Pageants Empower
Women

Listen to Alycia Darby explain what
a pageant is so that you can explain
it more clearly to other people who
are asking about your involvement.

This conversation between two
former Miss USAs and Miss Guam
about how pageants have made
them who they are and served
them well in leading a successful
life.

Click the photo or copy and paste
the link:

Click the photo or copy and paste
the link:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=vnFczGeIXvQ

:https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=8pOzw-LeKIk
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FIRST THINGS FIRST: WHY PAGEANTS?

Notes for Video: What is a pageant?

Notes for Video: How pageants empower women
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FIRST THINGS FIRST: WHY PAGEANTS?

ARE YOU REALLY READY TO COMPETE?
Listen to the podcast using the YouTube Video Link below. I have put
Alycia's 10 questions in this workbook with space for you to write
answers to them. These are really good questions to ask before you
decide to commit to a pageant. You may not be able to answer them
right now, and that is okay. Come back to them as you go through this
guide and get a better idea of how this fits into your life.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZdvkYKf4jE8&list=PLLRQc5G7DcqFNsT9uA5ptaz7JIreGuuP
Why do I want to compete/win? What do I hope to take
away from this experience?

Will this pageant help me to accomplish that goal?
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FIRST THINGS FIRST: WHY PAGEANTS?

What is the ultimate goal that I have for competing/
Where do I want to place? Win?

How much time do I need to prepare?

What will I have to sacrifice?
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FIRST THINGS FIRST: WHY PAGEANTS?

What will I need in terms of partners, preparation and
finances/budget?

What resources do I need to prepare?

If I win, what will need to change? (Time, money, finances)
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FIRST THINGS FIRST: WHY PAGEANTS?

What else? (Location, activities, etc)

Am I okay with these changes? (Is family okay with it?)

BONUS: Which of the questions above do I still need time
to process and answer? They may be addressed later in
this guide
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FIRST THINGS FIRST: WHY PAGEANTS?

BEING READY TO BE A
TITLEHOLDER IS
IMPORTANT
When you step back and look at a
pageant, it is, in a nutshell, a job
interview.
You will have paperwork that generally
includes an application, fact sheet, and
headshot. This can be thought of as your
resume. You have a literal interview
where a panel of judges ask you
questions. And you have an exercise on
stage to show these judges how well you
know how to present yourself. The judges
are there to pick the applicant that is best
suited for 12 months in the job of
titleholder.

Knowing what is expected of you
when you win is incredibly
important.
Before you apply for the "job," it is wise to
seek out previous titleholders from the
pageant system you are competing in to
ask them what the process was like.
Previous titleholders are a wonderful
source for mentorship and pageant
coaching. It would also be prudent to start
forming a connection with the pageant
director. Think of the director as your
boss. They are will lead you in
preparations for the next level of
competition in the pageant system. Some
directors are very involved and others are
more hands off. Find out now.
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M O D U L E

02
RENEWING YOUR MIND:
YOUR THOUGHTS LEAD YOU
IN THIS SECTION YOU WILL:
Learn the definition of confidence
Explore growth mindsets vs fixed mindsets
Discover how to develop your own growth mindset
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RENEWING YOUR MIND: YOUR THOUGHTS LEAD YOU

WHAT DOES YOUR MIND
HAVE TO DO WITH
PAGEANTS?
Pageant winners exhibit
confidence on stage and during
their interviews and it's because
of how they think of themselves.
Merriam Webster defines confidence
as "a feeling or consciousness of one's
powers" and further defines it as "faith
or belief that one will act in a right,
proper, or effective way." We have all
been designed with a unique
combination of strengths and
weaknesses that can all be improved to
create a powerful effective presence.

Confidence comes from
knowing who you are now AND
who you are capable of growing
to be.
While it is tempting to compare
yourself to another woman, this will
only create self-doubt in who YOU are.
I am here to tell you that YOU are
valuable AND so are they. When you
have become comfortable looking at
yourself from an honest perspective
that cherishes yourself and believes
you are more than capable, you can sit
with the tension that someone else can
be just as worthy and wonderful, too.
Big Question: Do you also believe that
you can improve upon who you are
currently?
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RENEWING YOUR MIND: YOUR THOUGHTS LEAD YOU

MINDSET PRE-ASSESSMENT

Answer the questions as honestly as you can about your current
mindset and perspective about people-especially about yourself.

01

02

Intelligence is something people
are born with that can’t be
changed.

No matter how intelligent you are,
you can always be more
intelligent.

A- Strongly Agree

A- Strongly Agree

B- Agree

B- Agree

C- Disagree

C- Disagree

D- Strongly Disagree

D- Strongly Disagree

03

04

You can always substantially
change how intelligent you are.
Intelligence is not set in stone.

You are a certain kind of person,
and there is not much that can be
done to really change that.

A- Strongly Agree

A- Strongly Agree

B- Agree

B- Agree

C- Disagree

C- Disagree

D- Strongly Disagree

D- Strongly Disagree

05

06

You can always change basic
things about the kind of person
you are.

Musical talent can be learned by
anyone.

A- Strongly Agree

A- Strongly Agree

B- Agree

B- Agree

C- Disagree

C- Disagree

D- Strongly Disagree

D- Strongly Disagree
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RENEWING YOUR MIND: YOUR THOUGHTS LEAD YOU

MINDSET PRE-ASSESSMENT
(CONTINUED)
07

08

Intelligence is something people
are born with that can’t be
changed.

Only a few people will be truly
good at sports - you have to be
‘born with it’

A- Strongly Agree

A- Strongly Agree

B- Agree

B- Agree

C- Disagree

C- Disagree

D- Strongly Disagree

D- Strongly Disagree

09

10

Math is much easier to learn if you
are male or come from a culture
who values math.

The harder you work at
something, the better you will be
at it.

A- Strongly Agree

A- Strongly Agree

B- Agree

B- Agree

C- Disagree

C- Disagree

D- Strongly Disagree

D- Strongly Disagree

11

12

No matter what kind of person
you are, you can always change
substantially.

Trying new things is stressful for
you and so you avoid it.

A- Strongly Agree

A- Strongly Agree

B- Agree

B- Agree

C- Disagree

C- Disagree

D- Strongly Disagree

D- Strongly Disagree
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RENEWING YOUR MIND: YOUR THOUGHTS LEAD YOU

MINDSET PRE-ASSESSMENT
(CONTINUED)
13

14

You often get angry or hurt when
you get negative feedback about
your performance.

You appreciate when people,
parents, coaches, teachers give
you feedback about your work.

A- Strongly Agree

A- Strongly Agree

B- Agree

B- Agree

C- Disagree

C- Disagree

D- Strongly Disagree

D- Strongly Disagree

15

16

You can do things differently, but
the important parts of who you
are can’t really be changed.

Some people are good and kind,
and some are not - it’s not often
that people change.

A- Strongly Agree

A- Strongly Agree

B- Agree

B- Agree

C- Disagree

C- Disagree

D- Strongly Disagree

D- Strongly Disagree

17

18

You believe that all human beings
are capable of learning and
improving.

An important reason for
completing your work is because
you like to learn new things.

A- Strongly Agree

A- Strongly Agree

B- Agree

B- Agree

C- Disagree

C- Disagree

D- Strongly Disagree

D- Strongly Disagree
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RENEWING YOUR MIND: YOUR THOUGHTS LEAD YOU

MINDSET PRE-ASSESSMENT
(CONTINUED)
19

20

Truly smart people do not need to
try so hard to learn new things.

Human beings are basically good,
but sometimes, they make terrible
decisions.

A- Strongly Agree

A- Strongly Agree

B- Agree

B- Agree

C- Disagree

C- Disagree

D- Strongly Disagree

D- Strongly Disagree

TALLY YOUR RESULTS ON THE NEXT PAGE
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RENEWING YOUR MIND: YOUR THOUGHTS LEAD YOU

MINDSET PRE-ASSESSMENT
(CONTINUED)
Growth Mindset
Statements
Give yourself:
3 points for every Strongly Agree
2 points for every Agree
1 point for every Disagree
0 points for every Strongly Disagree
You marked for the following
statements:
2
3
5
6
10
11
14
17
18
20

Fixed Mindset
Statements
Give yourself:
3 points for every Strongly Disagree
2 points for every Disagree
1 point for every Agree
0 points for every Strongly Agree
You marked for the following
statements:
1
4
7
8
9
12
13
15
16
19

Your Point Total:
Strong Growth Mindset: 45-60 Points
Growth Mindset with some Fixed Ideas: 34-44 Points
Fixed Mindset with some Growth Ideas: 21-33 Points
Strong Fixed Mindset: 0-20 Points
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RENEWING YOUR MIND: YOUR THOUGHTS LEAD YOU

It takes courage to grow
up and become who
you really are.

E.E. Cummings
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RENEWING YOUR MIND: YOUR THOUGHTS LEAD YOU

Watch or listen to the video below. Write down important points that
you notice throughout.

Video: The Power
of Believing that
You Can Improve

Video Notes:

Carol Deweck is the leader of the
notion that people can have
growth mindsets vs fixed mindsets.
This video is her Ted Talk about
that.
Click the photo or copy and paste
the link:
https://www.ted.com/talks/carol_
dweck_the_power_of_believing_th
at_you_can_improve
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RENEWING YOUR MIND: YOUR THOUGHTS LEAD YOU

BOOKS FOR GROWTH
Below are a few books I have read since starting my pageant journey that I believe
have helped me grow to where I am today. I believe they can do the same for you.

THE SOUL FREQUENCY
Shanna Lee's book is very easy to read for
comprehension, but it challenges you to set it down,
pause, and process through what you've read and really
allow yourself to absorb its words.

THE BRAVE LEARNER
Now this book is mostly for homeschooling parents BUT it
is a powerful take on how we learn and grow as people in
general. This book was heavily highlighted throughout
after I was done.

ATOMIC HABITS
A practical guide that shows you how making small
changes everyday can yield dramatic results over your life
time. A necessary read for any contestant looking to
develop herself further.
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M O D U L E

03
THE LOGISTICS

IN THIS SECTION YOU WILL:
Use a checklist to stay on track and prepare
Learn about the different professionals you may want to seek out for help
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THE LOGISTICS

6-12 MONTHS OUT
Apply to compete in the
pageant

Establish your local title
by city or county and
order the sash

Complete your paperwork

Prepare a budget

Obtain a professional
headshot

Work through your why

Finalize your platform or
mission statement

Consider finding a
pageant coach
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THE LOGISTICS

4-5 MONTHS OUT
Get your platform shoes
and start practicing
walking in them!

Book accommodations
and travel plans for
pageant weekend.

Create and start your
nutrition plan to fuel your
body with what it needs to
be at its optimal condition

Create and start your
fitness plan to move your
body daily: cardio,
strength, flexibility, and
balance

Brainstorm a list of
potential sponsors

Create and give out an
information packet for
potential sponsors

Start researching
wardrobe ideas

Reach out to book and
schedule events using
your local title
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THE LOGISTICS

8-12 WEEKS OUT
Collect sponsorship
pledges

Create ads for your
pageant's program book

Attend scheduled events
in your community

Start purchasing wardrobe
options and trying them
on: opening number
dress, evening gown,
swimsuit, cocktail party,
and after party

Start posting more
frequently on social media

Wear your tallest pageant
shoes everyday, several
hours a day.

Evaluate your nutrition
and fitness plan again and
make adjustments

Make any needed
changes to your
paperwork needed based
on your current
community involvement
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THE LOGISTICS

4-7 WEEKS OUT
Finalize your wardrobe
selections. You should
have your main choice
and a back up choice

Submit ads for your
pageant's program book

Let your sponsors, family,
and friends know how
they can watch you live or
online

Schedule all the final
professional services you
need: hair, nails, waxing,
make up, and spray
tanning

Block off pageant week
from other responsibilities
if possible

Schedule at least one
mock interview to practice
answering potential
questions based on your
paperwork

Review potential pageant
questions and thinking
through how you may
answer them

Practice your walks for
interview, evening gown,
and swimsuit
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THE LOGISTICS

2-3 WEEKS OUT
Have all alterations for
your wardrobe scheduled

Post various headshots
from your photoshoot on
your social media

Remind your sponsors,
family, and friends know
how they can watch you
live or online

Do your mock interview(s)
and get feedback from
your mock judges

Review questions that you
had trouble with and
consider any changes that
need to be made to your
paperwork again

Have your hair make up
trial done with the hair and
make up artist you are
using for the pageant

Continue to eat well and
workout

Continue to practice your
walks for interview,
evening gown, and
swimsuit
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THE LOGISTICS

1 WEEK OUT
Pick up your wardrobe
from alterations

Have your hair done at the
salon

Wax bikini area, eye
brows, and any other
areas you need to

Get your spray tan done

Have your nails done

Continue to practice your
walks for interview,
evening gown, and
swimsuit

Continue to eat well and
workout

Pack for the pageant and
make a checklist so you
don't forget anythign
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THE LOGISTICS

1 DAY OUT
Review your packing
checklist

Wear a proper check in
outfit

Meditate on the Godgiven beauty you possess

Remember you are loved

Fuel your body with good
food

Move your body

Get a good night's rest

Have fun!
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LOGISTICS

PROFESSIONALS TO CONSIDER
01

02

A PAGEANT COACH
Ideally, you can find a coach that
is experienced with your pageant
system and the directors so they
can guide you in your choices.

A COUNSELOR OR LIFE COACH
Mindset is a huge portion of being
able to be your best and most
beautiful self. Counselors and life
coaches can help you get past
mental obstacles

03

04

A VOCAL or SPEECH COACH
Learning to speak in front of
others well or harness your
singing skills will open up MANY
doors for appearances and career
opportunities.

A DANCE INSTRUCTOR
Most pageants have an opening
number, so having a dance
instructor help you with basic
moves before you get to pageant
rehearsal will make this so much
easier

05

06

A NUTRITIONIST
If you need help figuring out what
to eat and how much to eat for
your body type and health
concerns, a professionally trained
nutritionist is worth the
investment

A PERSONAL TRAINER
Most people need someone to
push them beyond what they
think they can do physically while
also staying safe. One on one and
group fitness classes are great
options.
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LOGISTICS

RESOURCE LIBRARY
- 01 BEAUTY, TRUTH, & GRACE
Referenced throughout this guide, Alycia Darby breaks down what is
entailed in order to win a pageant. This book is a must for anyone that
is new to pageantry.
GET IT HERE

- 02 WIN A PAGEANT PODCAST
A podcast that is based on Alycia's book AND also has a ton of great
interviews with various guests from the pageant world
LISTEN HERE

- 03 DID I REALLY SAY THAT?
A book about the pageant interview process and how to formulate
answers that will set you apart.
GET IT HERE
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R E M E M B E R T H A T
Y E S , Y O U A R E
B E A U T I F U L
I hope that this guide serves as inspiration for you to start
to explore your beauty in depth and fully. You were made
to share your beauty in your own unique way. There are
so many avenues for accomplishing that purpose, and you
can choose multiple pathways. A pageant is never perfect,
but if you let it, you can grow beyond what you thought
were your limits.
I would love to hear from you and help you in any way I
can on this path.

CONNECT WITH
BRITTANY

